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Let G be a group and let Xl, x2 . . . .  be elements of  G. Define the commu- 
tator [Xl, x2] = x~lxz lx lx2  and put inductively [x~] = xl, Ix1 . . . . .  x j, xj+l] = 
[Ix1 . . . . .  xj], xj+l], whenever j E N. The group generated by all commutators 
[a, b], with a E A, b c B, where A and B are subsets of  G, is denoted by [A, B]. 
We put inductively ~0(G) = {1}, g(G) = ~l(G) = centre of G, ~i(G)/~i-l(G) = 
~(G/~i-I(G)), v I (G)= G, gi+~(G)= [gi(G), G] for any in teger / )  1. Additional 
notation follows [15]. Throughout his paper n will be a positive integer. A group 
C is called nilpotent of  class n, if ~'n(C) -= C. Groups are not necessarily finite. 
The groups G and H are said to be n-isoclinic if there exist an isomorphism 
from G/(n(G) onto H/(n(H) and an isomorphism fi from Yn+l(G) onto Yn+l (H) 
in such a way, that fl is compatible with a,  i.e., the (n + 1)-fold commutator 
[hl . . . . .  hn+l] equals fi([g~ . . . . .  g~+l]) for any hi E ol(gi~n(G)) and gi E G for 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n + 1. We denote this by G ~n H. 
The 1-isoclinic equivalence relation in the category of groups was invented by 
Philip Hall just before 1940 (see [7,8]), with the purpose of classifying all finite p- 
groups. A beautiful outcome of the principle of 1-isoclinism is the book [6] in which 
all isomorphism types of groups of order 2 n (n ~< 6) are described, together with 
many similar results. During the past sixty years, many applications have become 
apparent. For some relatively recent literature, which we do not discuss here further, 
the interested reader might consult [3-5,9,12-14,16]. 
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It has been known for about wenty years that 1-isoclinic groups G and H can 
be isoclinically embedded into a group X in the sense that there exist subgroups G
and H of X with G ~ G and H -~ H satisfying a~i (X) = X = n~l (S), whence 
G ~1 X "~1 H holds; see N.S. Hekster's paper [10] and the book [1] by F.R. Beyl 
and J. Tappe. Ref. [10] yields a lot of specific results regarding n-isoclinic groups 
and is the most informative source on this topic so far. 
In 1985 the author showed in [17] that for n-isoclinic groups G1 and G2 a similar 
embedding result could be established when ~n(Gl) equals ~(G1), but with no 
prescribed structure for ~n(G2). The 1-isoclinic embedding property mentioned 
above, follows from this. The outcome of [17] also revealed that for G ~ H 
the n-isoclinic embedding problem could be solved more generally for the groups 
U = G1/[G1, ~'n(G1)] and V = G2/fl([G1, ~'n(G1)] f) Yn+l(G)), i.e., there exists a 
group X with subgroups U ~ U and V = V, satisfying Uff~(X) = X = Vff,(X). So 
U "~n X, X ~n V and U "~n V. 
Efforts to solve the general n-isoclinic subgroup-embedding problem proved 
futile for almost twenty years. In this paper, however, we will show in its full 
generality how to embed the n-isoclinic groups G and H into a covering n-isoclinic 
group T. To be specific, given G ~ H there exists a group T with subgroups 
~ G and H ~ H satisfying Gfn(T) = T = nfn(T) .  Note that then G "~n T and 
H"~n T. 
It is natural to look for a factorial embedding of n-isoclinic groups, i.e., given 
G1 "~n G2, does there exist a group G with normal subgroups N1 and N2 such that 
G/N1 ~ G1, G/N2 ~- G2, satisfying G1 ~'n G and G2 ""n G? This problem was 
settled long ago. The solution to the 1-isoclinic factorial embedding problem is due 
to EM. Weichsel in 1963 [18] and the general n-factorial embedding problem has 
been solved in the affirmative by J.C. Bioch in 1976 [2]. 
The concept of n-isoclinism can be extended to that of n-isologism in the realm 
of group varieties. See the elucidating paper of N.S. Hekster [11]. It might be 
that an analogical embedding construction can be carried out using properties of 
isologisms, varieties, and verbal or marginal subgroups; view the papers [8] and 
[11] for background information. 
In the next theorem, we state the n-isoclinic embedding property in an asym- 
metric way. The reason is, that in the proof of the Theorem a handy mathematical 
induction machinery comes to light. 
Theorem. Let n ~ 1 be an integer. Let G1 be a group. Suppose that G2 is a group, 
n-isoclinic to G1. Let S be a full set of representatives ofall isomorphism classes 
of direct products G1 x A, where G1 ~ G1 and where A runs through a full set of  
all isomorphism classes of nilpotent groups of class n. Then there exists a R ~ S 
containing a subgroup G2 isomorphic to G2, in such a way that R = G2~n(R). In 
addition R = G1 ~n (R) holds, where a l  -~ G1 for some suitable a l  ~ e. 
Proof. We work by induction on n. For n = 1, the proof of the Theorem is existent 
in the discussion in §2 of [17]. In the next few paragraphs we mimic the same 
reasoning for general n/> 1. 
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Let ~i : g H-~ g(~n(Gi)), with g E Gi, be the canonical homomorphism from Gi 
onto Gi/~n(Gi), for i = 1, 2. Consider the subset 
G := {(g, f )  lg ~ G1, f ~ G2, oe(Bl(g)) = 82(f)} 
of the direct product G1 x G2. Then G is a subgroup of G1 x G2 under the natural 
group operation on G1 x G2. Note that 
Yn+l(G) = {(c, ~(C)) [ c E Yn+l(al)}. 
Consider the subgroups N1 and N2 of G defined by 
N1 ---~ {(m, 1) lm ~ ~(G1)} 
and 
N2= {(1,t) It G fin(G2)}. 
Then N/ ~ G holds for i = 1, 2. We have G/N1 -~ G2 and G/N2 ~ G1. Put X = 
G/N2 x G/y~+I (G), that is, the group X consisting of all the pairs (uN2, vy,+~ (G)), 
with u, v running independently hrough G. Consider the subgroup M of X defined 
by 
M = {(sN2, Syn+l(G))]s E N1 (3 ?/n(G)}. 
Note that it is important that the group gn (G) be involved in the definition of M. It 
implies that M is a normal subgroup of X. Write Y = X/M. Let Pl and P2 be maps 
defined as follows: 
Pl : G ~ X /M,  
(g, f )  ~ ((g, f)N2, 1Vn+I(G))M, 
p2:G --+ X/M, 
(g, f )  ~ ((g, f)N2, (g, U)Vn+I(G))M. 
Direct calculation reveals that pl and p2 are homomorphisms of groups, that 
pl(G) -~ G/ker(pl) =- G/N2 ~ G1 and that ~2 := pz(G) is isomorphic to 
G/ker(p2) = G/(N1 (~ ?In(G)). So far we have mimicked the reasoning for the 
n = 1-case as given in [17]. Now we proceed as follows. 
By Lemma 3.5(b) of [10], it holds that ~z is (n - 1)-isoclinic to G/N1, whence 
to G2. Therefore, by mathematical induction, a group U exists being an inner 
direct product of subgroups G2 and some nilpotent subgroup Zn-i of class n - 1, 
satisfying ~2 ~-~ G2 (say, the isomorphism r -f :~2 --~ G2 does the job) and where 
moreover G2 <~ U exists satisfying U = G2~n-1 (U) and G2 ~ G2. 
From the above we obtain Y = p2(G)~n(Y). Moreover, Y is equal to the inner 
direct product of the groups pl(G) and Z~, where Z~ = LM/M with L := 
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{(1N2, gyn+l(G)) I g ~ G}. Observe that Zn is nilpotent of class n, that it has trivial 
intersection with Pl (G), and that the groups pl (G) and Zn commute lement-wise. 
Consider the external direct product R of the groups pl(G), Zn and Zn-1, 
consisting of  all the triples (a,b,c) with a E pl(G), b ~ Zn and c c Z~-I. The 
group Y is injected isomorphically into R, sending an element u ~ Y (being 
written uniquely in the form u = ab for a E pl(G), b ~ Zn) to the element 
t(u) := (a, b, 1) 6 R. It is immediately clear that the group 
pl(G) := {(a, 1, l ) ]a  E pl(a)} 
is isomorphic to pl (G). Let ZnZn_ 1 be the subgroup of R defined by 
ZnZn_l := {(1,b, e)Ib~Z~, ccZ~-l}. 
It is nilpotent of class n. Hence one has that R = pl(G)~n(R) with pl(G) ~ G1 
and also that Pl (G) (Zn Zn- 1) = R, whereas [Pl (G), Zn Z~_ 1 ] = { 1}. Consider the 
subgroups 
and 
Z-~ := {(1, b, 1)[b 6 Zn} 
Zn-1 :~-- {i l, 1,c) IcEZn_l} 
of R. The groups Zn and Zn-I are both nilpotent of class n. We have 
[p, 
= ~n(pl(G)  (3 Zn-1 = Zn f3 Zn-1 
and 
=  n(PST )Zn Z°-I. 
As indicated above, there exists a natural isomorphism t between the groups Y = 
Pl (G)Zn and Pa (G) Zn sending y ~ Y to (a, b, 1), where y is uniquely expressed in
the form y = ab for a ~ Pl (G) and b 6 Z,. Put 
t(Y) = {(a,b, 1) la ~ p~(G), b 6 Zn}. 
Observe that t(G (Y)) = Cn it(Y)). Thus 
iG) z.  =,  (v) = ,  (m (G)) 
~< pl(G) × Zn × Zn-1 =pl(G) ZnZn-1. 
Remember that GzZn-1 = U = G2(n-1 (U), where G2, G2 are subgroups of U sat- 
isfying G2 = G2 = p2(G), G2 ~ G2 and [G2, Zn-1] = {1} = G2 nZ~- l .  An element 
u e U can be expressed uniquelyin the form u = cd, where c 6 G2 and d c Z~-I. 
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Look at the isomorphism r :G2  --+ ~2 discussed earlier, in considering G2 for 
which G2Z~-I = U = G2gn-1 (U). Now consider the composed isomorphism t o r 
from G2 to t(pz(G)), determined by G2 ~ G2 -~ t(pz(G)), taking u ~ G2Zn-1 to 
the element (r(c)) • (1, 1, d) ~ t(pz(G))Zn-1. Observe that t(r(c)) ~ t(p2(G)) is 
of  the form (,, , ,  1), whence it is an element of  R. Hence t(p2(G))Zn-1 =: t(U) is 
isomorphic to U, being equal to the product of  the corresponding isomorphic image 
t(G2) to G2 and t(g~_~ (U)), the latter one being equal to g~_~ (t(U)). In short, one 
has t(p2(G))Zn-1 = t(U) -- t(G2)~n-l(t(U)),  where ,(G2) ~< R. We are now ready 
to present he following chain of  (in)equalities: 
R = pl(G) Zn Zn- i  
---~ t (G2)~n_ 1 (t(V)) ~n (t (~))  
,(c2--k.-, K 
=(4) L(--G~2)((,;,,(m-705)~)n,(,02(6)))2~[_~ (¢,,(p7(~3) 2-,7, )
= t(Ga)¢~(R) 
~R. 
We conclude that ol(G)Zn Zn--I = R = t(G2)gn(R) with [pl(G),  Zn Zn-I  ] = 
{1}=pI (G)  AZnZn_b  p l (G)~p l (G)~ G1 and t (G J  ~G~2~-G2.  Also ap- 
parently pl(G)¢n(R) = R holds. From Lemma 3.5(a) of  [10] we conclude that 
the groups R, G1 and G2 are n-isoclinic to each other. Therefore R satisfies the 
structural requirements of  the group R as stated in the Theorem. The Theorem has 
been proved. [] 
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